The Edit

“IT TAKES A BIT
OF THE FAMILIAR
AND MAKES IT
TRANSCENDENT”
THE ALIENS HAVE LANDED AT BARCELONA’S SPACE-AGE
NEW RESTAURANT. JESSICA PRUPAS MAKES CONTACT
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DRIVING ALONG THE main drag
into Barcelona from the airport,
and cursing myself for not having
visited the bathroom before
setting off, I almost miss Hesperia
Tower. The modernist skyscraper is
imposing, but not remarkable. That
is, until I spot the flying saucer that’s
landed on the roof…
A spaceship on the side of a
motorway may seem like a funny
place to do your business, but >
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INTERGALACTIC EATS
Previous page: Crunchy
rice cracker topped with
shitaki and citrus. Right:
Inside Ovnew. Below:
Beetroot truffle

TASTING NOTES
THE ONE FOR
Space voyagers seeking the
unfamiliar.
EAT THIS
A flurry of bite-sized starters
inspired by five continents.
DRINK THIS
Champagne flows freely if you opt
for the regular tasting menu.

kind of intergalactic furry, begins
to serenade us with sweet arias,
the notes of which chime with the
truffles we’re eating in precise order.
It’s weird, no doubt, and would
all be a bit too much if there wasn’t
something to anchor us to Earth in
each dish. Take the ‘spherification
of red pepper’, served bobbing in
a swampy ham broth – it actually
makes me nostalgic for my German
oma’s cooking.
Seven whirlwind courses later,
I get it: Ovnew takes a little bit
of the familiar and makes it
transcendent. Beats a petrolstation sandwich, anyway.

SPACED OUT?
SHOOT FOR
THE STARS AT
THESE SPOTS
ÚT Í BLAINN
FLY TO REYKJAVIK
On the top floor of Reykjavik’s
glass-domed Perlan museum,
this revolving resto offers a set
menu served right under the
Icelandic sky.
RESTAURANT ALLALIN
FLY TO GENEVA
Standing a whopping 3,500m
above sea level, this futuristic
Alpine hideaway in Saas-Fee
is the world’s highest revolving
restaurant. Glass-panelled
walls mean you get a 360°
peek at those peaks.
RESTAURANT NÄSINNEULA
FLY TO HELSINKI
Zip up to the top floor of the
Näsinneula observation tower
in Tampere, where the circular
restaurant looks like a classy
space ship. The seasonal
menu of Finnish delights is
appropriately otherworldly.

ICON NOUN PROJECT

this isn’t your average rest stop: this
is Ovnew, Barcelona’s most-hyped
restaurant. The brainchild of chefs
Jon Giraldo and Jaime Lieberman
– two gastro-anarchists who
decided they were done with our
terrestrial dining habits – Ovnew
is best described as an ‘immersive
experience’ or ‘completely bonkers’.
The madness finds us in
Hesperia’s lobby (which, thankfully,
has a nice toilet). We’re greeted by
an alien lady – green face, reflective
boots – who ushers us to the lift and
sends us up to the mothership.
On the other side, we’re led,
party by party, to the kitchen,
where we’re fed little amusebouche wonders inspired by
the five (Earthly) continents. The
Australasian offering of a bitesized grilled cheese and Vegemite
sandwich topped with vanilla ice
cream sets the tone perfectly: in this
tin can, anything goes.
Once everyone is seated
in the dining room, the sevencourse space odyssey begins.
Another alien woman, sporting
cat ears and looking like some

